SOLUTION OVERVIEW

BRANCH AND REMOTE NETWORKING
BRANCH AND REMOTE NETWORKING
REQUIREMENTS
• Zero-touch provisioning with limited IT assistance
• Secure access to corporate resources across the
hybrid WAN
• Wireless and wired access for employees and guests
• WAN optimization and availability
The distributed enterprise WAN is in the midst of a vast
transformation from traditional architecture to support new

• Policy-based routing and management
• Unified architecture across all locations

hybrid WAN mobility initiatives. Organizations are realizing the
need to support new bandwidth requirements that have been
propelled by the rise of Internet of Things (IoT) and Bring Your

RIGHTSIZED ACCESS OPTIMIZED FOR CLOUD SERVICES

Own Device (BYOD). The need for employees to be equally

Aruba 7000 series Cloud Services Controllers offer integrated

productive and customers to have an uninterrupted user

wireless, switching, and hybrid WAN services for distributed

experience is driving retail, financial, healthcare, and hospitality

enterprises that need to rapidly deploy and manage an

organizations of all sizes to provide the best possible performance

all-in-one CPE solution for each branch or remote location.

and access to resources across the wide-area network.

They are optimized for cloud services and hybrid WAN

This is easier said than done. Organizations have been locked

connections, and are designed to deliver the performance,

into long-term service contracts for private WAN connections

reliability and security required to support the number of IoT

like MPLS, T1, and T3, and have relied heavily on traditional

devices now in the workplace. Built-in WAN optimization and

routing infrastructure. Building these robust networks in

granular visibility and control over applications with Policy

distributed locations also required installing, maintaining and

Enforcement Firewall (PEF) and AppRF, ensure the best

managing a complex and costly assortment of hardware and

possible performance for business critical applications.

software both in the data center and the remote location.

Business SDN API certifications, real-time visibility and

Moving away from these investments is understandably a

call quality diagnostics enhance UCC performance

challenging prospect, however many IT organizations are at

and monitoring.

the end of their private WAN contracts and are now adopting
hybrid WAN architecture to capitalize on industry trends
toward redesigning network deployments to reduce costs and
simplify management.
At the same time these service contracts are expiring, a growing
number of business applications are migrating to public and
private clouds. IT organizations have the opportunity to rightsize
their branch footprint in favor of the hybrid WAN trend. With the
availability of an all-in-one solution for the customer premises
edge (CPE), it’s time for branch networks to evolve to meet these
changing business needs.

For businesses that rely on Palo Alto Networks GlobalProtect
services and WildFire at corporate headquarters, the Cloud
Services Controller extends the same security effortlessly
across all locations with zero-touch provisioning (ZTP) to help
automate IT workflows at the branch.
Simply plug-in the Cloud Services Controller at the branch.
Through ZTP, it will automatically establish a secure
connection and download the appropriate configuration and
security settings from the Palo Alto Networks firewall in the
data center.
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Aruba Cloud Services Controllers also eliminate the need to

Remote access for small offices

build and replicate a complex and expensive architecture of
routers and dedicated servers at branch locations who have
moved from traditional WAN services to broadband.
Locations that need to maintain a private WAN can leverage
hybrid WAN by simply consolidating Wi-Fi, switching, and VPN
services into the 7000 series.
This creates a unique opportunity to rightsize branch
network services by consolidating WAN services, threat
management, firewalls, VPNs, and application visibility into a
single CPE solution. By doing so, branch hardware and
maintenance costs will be dramatically reduced.
• Built-in WAN services like compression, policy-based

For small branch offices, temporary sites and home offices,

routing and survivability health checks improve application

Aruba Remote Access Points (RAPs) deliver a complete

performance, ensure continuity of services, and eliminate

network access solution that includes secure wireless and

business disruptions in the branch.

wired connectivity.

• Built-in security with integrated firewall and secure VPN
provide strong protection while ensuring regulatory and
corporate compliance.
• Built-in threat management with content and URL
filtering secure branch network traffic and simplify guest
Internet access.
Cloud Services Controllers also unify policy management for
wired and wireless access. They feature up to 24 Ethernet
ports and integrate Aruba Mobility Controller functionality to
support as many as 64 APs. Organizations can also extend
advanced policy management, guest services, and employee

They’re designed for locations that only require a single AP
for Wi-Fi connectivity along with fast and secure access to
corporate resources. Access to corporate resources is
provided by establishing secure VPN tunnels to an Aruba
Mobility Controller in the central data center.
The Ethernet ports on Aruba RAPs let you connect IP phones,
printers and point-of-sale devices. All RAPs include a USB
port for 3G/4G uplinks at locations with hard-to-wire areas or
as a failover option to ensure uninterrupted services in the
event of a WAN uplink failure.

self-service to the branch with the Aruba ClearPass Policy

RAPs can operate in controllerless Aruba Instant mode and

Management system.

be managed from the cloud by Aruba Central or by the
AirWave management platform. They can also operate in

ENTERPRISE-CLASS CONNECTIVITY EVERYWHERE

controller-managed mode where all network services are

Aruba delivers network access and hybrid WAN solutions to

centralized by Aruba Mobility Controllers.

remote locations that need simplified enterprise-class
connectivity and secure access to corporate resources, along
with the simplicity of zero-touch provisioning.

Go all-wireless with Aruba Instant
For remote locations that need enterprise-grade Wi-Fi that’s
simple to deploy and manage, look no further than

Remote networks can be up and running in minutes with

controllerless Aruba Instant APs for robust, resilient and

little or no IT assistance. With cloud-based Aruba Activate,

secure branch network services.

hardware is factory-shipped to remote sites. Just plug in and
configurations are automatically obtained, which cuts way
back on deployment time.
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All enterprise-grade features and controller functionality like

Aruba Instant can be managed locally, in the cloud or onsite.

authentication and configuration are embedded in Aruba

It comes with a management interface that offers visibility

Instant APs, which eliminates the need for controller hardware.

into a single Instant network. Multiple Instant networks are

Instant APs can easily convert to controller-managed APs,
which protects your AP hardware investments as
requirements change and your network grows.
The simplicity of a controllerless Aruba Instant network is in
the set-up. One dynamically-elected Instant AP automatically
distributes the network configuration to other Instant APs in
the same network.

easily managed by cloud-based Aruba Central or onsite by
the AirWave management system.

ARUBA FOR ALL BRANCH AND REMOTE LOCATIONS
Aruba simplifies the entire distributed enterprise by offering
one unified hardware, software and management
architecture that extends from the campus to every branch
and remote location, such as a retail store or home office.

Simply power-up one Instant AP, configure it over the air or in
the cloud, and plug in the other APs – the entire process
takes about five minutes. Aruba Instant requires no onsite
network expertise to deploy and manage.

The move to hybrid WAN requires a solution that bridges
the gap between enterprise mobility and traditional
routing architecture, while enabling enhanced cloud services
for management simplicity, deployment flexibility, and

Centralized resources like guest access and authentication

advanced security protection to deliver the best possible

services are easily accessed by Instant APs in the branch through

user experience.

a secure IAP-VPN connection to corporate headquarters.
Aruba Instant networks are equally unique in their resiliency
and survivability. The embedded Mobility Controller
functionality transitions seamlessly from one Instant AP to
the next with no disruption or administrator intervention.
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